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By Alvin NI. Morgan
DAILY STAFF WRITER

When Denise Ferguson walked into her Chemistry 100W classroom last spring, she was confronted with the arduous task of completing a 25page term paper.
The senior chemistry major was concerned.
The chemistry aspect of the assignment didn’t
alarm Ferguson as much as the writing did.
"When I was faced with the paper, I knew I
could get it done but I didn’t think I would feel
good about it," she said.
Unsure of where to go for help, Ferguson’s
friends turned her on to San Jose State University’s Learning Assistance Resource Center.
"I was hesitant at first, but my friends convinced me to go and seek help," she said.
Ferguson said she worked with an English
tutor because of the lack of science tutors available at the time.
"The tutor helped me analyze each word, it
really helped me a lotyPtrguson said.
The center’s main room, located beneath the
10th Street garage inside the Student Services
Center, has the capacity to accommodate 128 stuSee
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A main cause for smaller refunds at text buyback time is because of instructors not meeting
deadlines, according to the associate director of
the Spartan bookstore.
"I would say it’s the No. 1 reason why you’re
getting only half price for your books," said Tony
Sanjume.
The due date for instructors was March 22,
and Sadjume said that only 30 percent of San
Jose State University professors have turned in
book requests for next semester.
Because of a lack of SJSU instructor book
requests, the only market that some books can be
sold to is the nationwide market, which sells from

see

Above, From left, Ren Lopez, Joel Hernandez and Aaron
Martinez prepare to test out the cement compound. The contest consists on dropping a golf ball from 10 feet above the
cement compound and counting how many times they can drop
it before the cement cracks. The participants are all in the Introduction to Engineering classes. Right, The winner for the
stronger cement compound wins $5,000. The students combine other components besides cement and water to the mix,
such as cotton balls and paper.
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Art sale proceeds go to student guilds Russian Club to celebrate
By Andrew Bollinger
DAILY STAFF WRITER

Ceramic and glass blowing students are holding
their semi annual art sale
this week to raise money for
department expenses.
The art sale, which has
been going on at San Jose
State University in one form
or another since the 1970s,
has made more than $10,000
in each of the last two semesters, according to Christian
Bonner, president of the
Ceramics Guild.
Bonner estimates an
income of around $5,000 for
this semester’s sale, which
runs through Thursday.
"The turnout this semester isn’t as good as it was last
semester," Bonner said. "But
that’s not to say that we’re
not having a good sale."
He said the money that is
raised will be put to a good
use.
While students will get
some of the income from
what they sell, money also

goes toward the ceramic and
glass blowing guilds, Bortner
said.
The money will sponsor
visiting artists and help buy
supplies and tools for the two
art studios, such as a furnace
for glass blowing and a drill
press for ceramics, he said.
Most of the items up for
sale are things people can
use in their house every day,
Bonner said.
Some useful items being
sold include plates, cups,
bowls, mugs and vases, he
said.
Other decorative items,
such as flowers, pumpkins
and animals, were also up for
sale, according to Bonner.
Although the art sale
gives students an opportunity to make a few extra dollars and help out the department at the same time, not
al I the students wanted to
put their work up for sale.
Junior ceramics major
Steve Foehner said another
artist, Allen Chen, grew too
attached to his work and

Victory Day on campus
By Moses Peraza

Christy Kinskey / Daily Staff

Senior marketing major Eileen Hart browses through the glasswares and ceramics for sale near the Student Union. Sales of the art
pieces, which are crafted by professional and student artists, benefit
the San Jose State University Ceramics Guild and its contributing
members.
refused to sell any of them.
"I really liked them," Chen
said. "I didn’t want to get rid of
them."
Even though students,
Chen, may grow attached to their

work and not want to sell them,
Foehner said he had no problem
with selling his.
"If someone wants to pay for it,
that nuans they like it more than
See
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The Russian Club is inviting students and faculty members to come
and celebrate Victory Day at 8:30
p.m. on Thursday in the Pacifica
Room at the Student Union.
May 9, 1945 was the day the
Nazis surrendered to the Soviets
and that is why Russians celebrate
on that day. according to Svetlana
Velyutina a senior majoring in computer science.
Bruce Reynolds, a history professor, said, the Nazi invasion of the
Soviet Union began in June of 1941.
Reynolds said it was the carrying
out of what Hitler talked about in
his book, "Mein Kampf."
"His ambition was to expand German territory to the east for living
space," Reynolds said.
He added that Hitler was anticommunist and destroying the Soviet Union WWI his way of keeping
with his anti -communistic views.
"The attack was very successful
at first," Reynolds said. "The Ger-

man army rolled far aau the Soviet
Union and captured 100,000 Soviet
troops and advance quite close to
Moscow in late 1941."
Reynolds said the Germans used
all of their supplies and along with
bad weather gave the Soviets time to
counterattack.
Reynolds said that in 1942, the
Germans tried to capture the Soviet
oil fields and get the City of Stalingrad.
Reynolds said that this became
the Battle of Stalingrad, which was
fought front fall of 1942 to the summer of 1943. Eventually, the Soviets
were able to surmund the German
army and capture them.
Reynolds said this was one of the
first turning points of the war
In the summer of 1943, the Germans attempted another attack on
the central front, which resulted in
the largest armored tank battle of
World War II. Taking place at Kursk,
the Germans were defeated. After
this battle the Soviets had the tipper
See
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Should work-study programs and community-service programs be combined?

Community service should be voluntary,
nnt required for students on financial aid

w.

nation’s colleges and universities are generally not pleased with the provision in President George
The Bush’s program to expand national service. It would force campuses to shift thousands of financially needy students from campus jobs to community-service work.
I n 1998, Congress raised the percentage of federal work-studyfunding for community service from 5 percent to 7 percent. That relatively minuscule
increase required excessive begging, pleading and bargaining
by Congress to persuade
colleges and universities to accept the
increase.
Now, President Bush surpasses proposing
)
STAFF WRITER
another small
increase for community service funding and is instead taking a huge leap
up the percentage ladder to a whopping 50 percent.
Sure, like that’s not going to create a massive amount
of opposition.
It requires colleges and universities to devote 50 percent of
federal work-study funds, as opposed to a mere 7 percent, to
employ students in community jobs.
This dramatic change in funding runs counter to the
spirit of volunteerism. It forces students with financial
needs to do community service in order to afford
tuition.
The proposal is simply unfair because it sends
the wrong message t,o low-income families. It suggests that they have a special obligation to perform
community service.
The president’s plan would also place a tremendous burden on financial aid administrators.
It will take a lot of time and effort to redesign the
program so that it
adheres to the new
plan.
It will also burden
fmancial aid administrators
with
the
responsibility of placing students in service
industries in the community.
Another fault in
Bush’s plan concerns
campuses located in rural
areas or ones that are in
close proximity to other
campuses. Those colleges
and universities do not
need all of the community service that Bush’s proposal
requires.
San Jose State University already allocates 14 percent
(double the national requirement) of $1.5 million in
work-study funds to community-based organizations.
There is even a concern that there are not enough non-profit, communitybased organizations to handle the increase in work-study students attending
SJSU if half of work-study students are forced into community service
work.
Traveling to take part in these activities may prove difficult for
some students. Not all community-service opportunities are conveniently located near campus. It would require a means of trans
portation, which some students do not have at their disposal.
Finally, if the figure were raised too drastically, some colleges and universities would have to drop their work-study programs because they can’t afford to support the new proposition.
There are other ways to persuade students to become
involved with community service, such as service-learning programs, where students participate in community service as
part of a course’s curriculum.
There shouldn’t have to be another component latched on to
the back of student aid.
The goal of financial aid is to help students through college.
It should not be used as a means to force students into performing community service.
President Bush needs to back off and try for a more reasonable increase, if any.
Maybe he should propose another 2 percent increase.

FINANCIAL AID
SHOULD NOT BE
USED AS A MEANS
TO FORCE
STUDENTS INTO
PERFORMING
COMMUNITY
SERVICE.

Amber Sheldon is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

TALKING HEADS

"it would provide more
opportunities for students and
for the community since there
are tons of student who go
here."
Aaron De La Rosa
junior
music

If planned carefully, President Bush’s
proposal can work for the students
Bush Administration proposes to expand the work-study program. Under this proposal, colThe
leges and universities will be required to commit 50 percent of their work study funds, instead
of the current 7 percent to community service jobs, which include tutoring, mentoring, working
in homeless shelters and senior citizen homes.
The administration hopes
this will build character for
college students, increase a
spirit of volunteerism and
encourage students to be
more . actively involved in
the community.
There is nothing wrong
with the thought, with trying
to increase volunteerism in
colleges and universities.
DAILY STAFF WRITER
With a little thought
and planning, the proposal may actually work.
It is important, first of all, to realize that different
universities have different needs.
No two universities are alike with respect to location, enrollment, the amount of community-based
jobs an area has, individual student needs and
funds already spent on students who work in
community-based organizations.
San Jose State University already goes
beyond the national average by devoting 14
percent of the $1.5 million work-study fund to
students working in community-based organizations, according to Richard Pfaff, assistant director of
SJSU’s financial aid and scholarship office.
Keeping this in mind, the expansion of the work-study plan needs to
be modified according to different colleges and universities.
Thus, the implementation of the plan should be different from SJSU
to California State University Hayward to Yale University.
While some colleges and
universities, especially in
rural areas, have a hard
time implementing
the
required
seven percent,
percent
5Q
would be an
unrealistic
leap.
Instead of 50
percent, therefore,
the plan should be
changed to a much
smaller rate such as 2 to 3
percent, which would raise
the level to 10 percent.
Schools such as SJSU, which
devotes 14 percent of its workstudy funds to work in community-based student organizations, shouldn’t be forced to increase their
funds.
At the same time, schools and students
should be given some kind of incentive to
increase the community-based work-study funding.
Students, for example, should be matched, according to their majors to
work in community-based organizations. This will help to get practical
work experience as well as allow them to volunteer and do community service.
For example, allowing nursing majors to volunteer in hospitals and
health-care facilities, encouraging students interested in teaching to tutor
high school students, involving students who also plan to work with youth to
mentor them or students interested in going to gerontology to work in senior
citizen homes.
Instead of making all this mandatory, however, students should be encouraged to voluntarily seek work in community-based organizations and present
students who do that later, with scholarships or other rewards.
This would not make it a burden either on students or schools and
make volunteer work more attractive.
Schools, also, shouldn’t be forced to increase the number of students who work in community-based organizations. But instead
should be given other options such as making volunteer service a
part of the requirements for certain classes or for graduation.
Thus, perhaps, with this modification in Bush’s proposal, the plan
would actually work and encourage students to be ’more involved in the community.

THIS WILL HELP
STUDENTS GET
PRACTICAL WORK
EXPERIENCE AS
WELL AS
ALLOW THEM TO
VOLUNTEER AND
DO COMMUNITY
SERVICE.

Illustration by Dawn Bozack

Rima Shah is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Should SJSU combine work-study and community-service programs?

"I feel people should have
the choice to choose jobs that
would help prepare them for
their future careers."

"It’s a good thing because it
would provide a better inCentive for students to do community service."

Amory Baker
freshman
computer science

Christian Hertzog
graduate student
nutrition

"Having

50 percent of it
would be fair. They would be
helping the community."

Regina Salud
freshman
nursing

( ontpiled by Nand Aguyen and photos by Andrea Senn

"It would be bad for the
students because they would
get paid less."

Renee Roche
graduate student
English teaching credentials

"I think involving students
in community service is good,
but they shouldn’t be forced.
It’s easier to work inside the
school."
Souheila Elkurjie
graduate student
mass communication
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Warning: Don’t put your eggs in any donor baskets
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was just another ad in the
Itpaper until a couple of weeks
ago. The advertisement calling for women to donate their
eggs had caught my attention a
year ago when it was first printed, but this time it was different.
This time, there were two ads
asking for egg donors. And this
time there was a price tag
attached to it.
Women can get $5,000 for
donating eggs. That would be a
five with three zeros after it.
That would also be more than
I get for working four months.
There was even a bonus for Asian
donors.
Suddenly, becoming a donor
seemed like a good idea.
After all, it was only a week
ago that I scrounged $40 out of
my change cup and terrorized my
bank by making them count out
the entire amount in quarters,
dimes, nickels and heavenknows-how-much in pennies to
save my account from being overdrawn.
Five thousand dollars would
definitely help my financial situation - not to mention make for
one hell of a shopping spree.
I looked at the ads a little closer. Donors have to be between the
ages of 21 and 30.
So far, so good.
Donors have to be healthy and I’m healthy - bright, well ...
what’s the definition of bright? I

think I’m bright, my legs haven’t
seen the sun in more than a year,
so I guess I qualify. (You don’t
think I’m that stupid, do you? I’m
smart enough; let’s leave it at
that.) And donors have to be
responsible.
I don’t know if not being able
to balance a checking account
falls under not being bright or
not being responsible ... but
other than that minor money
detail, I had all my bases covered.
Or so I thought.
Think about it ... how are they
going to get my eggs?
I mean, girls aren’t like boys,
(duh) every kid gets "the birds
and the bees" talk from their parents.
But it’s not like I, or any other
girl, can walk into a clinic, go into
a private room with a little plastic cup and a magazine and walk
out 10 minutes later to collect the
money.

It doesn’t work like that.
The more I thought about it,
the scarier it seemed.
I have problems taking blood
tests, and images of needles the
width of soda CarIS kept coming
to mind.
Dreams of being strapped
down to a stainless steel operating table and some mad scientist
with a huge needle sticking it
into my side and drawing out
millions of eggs haunted me for
days.
And more importantly, why
did the doctor have to look like
Willem Dafoe? He’s seriously
scary with that elastic smile.
No wonder they dangle $5,000
out there.
So I consciously ditched thinking about needles.
Now I’m convinced they have
to cut you open layer by layer to
get the eggs out.
And another question: How
many do they take?
I mean, having kids of my own
seems like a viable option once
I’m out of school and established
in the world.
So I did what any normal person would do.
I asked nearly everyone I
knew if they had any answers to
my question.
My mother checked my forehead for a fever.
My dad laughed hysterically
before realizing I was serious.

After people got over the shock
of the question and stowed their
"What the hell are you on?" looks
back where they belong, everyone had the same answer: "I have
no clue."
So I went to plan B - the
Internet.
One Web site had a short list
of things a donor has to go
through.
Most of it seemed informationbased, like discussing the procedures, the time commitment
(why isn’t it a one-shot deal?) and
medication a donor would have
to take.
The ads said nothing about
time or meds. And that step was
with a "donor coordinator." Then
there’s a doctor’s interview to further discuss the procedure (I’m
getting scared), medical history
discussion and an ultrasound.
And then there’s the "lab
screening."
Some normal tests for hepatitis and cystic fibrosis seemed
reasonable.
It all seemed reasonable until
I saw the term "some tests may
need to be repeated every six
months."
So exactly how long does this
whole ordeal take, anyway?
Guys can be out of the clinic in
less than an hour, and they want
women to dedicate half a year at
the least?
Then there was the psycholog-

ical evaluation part, "to talk to
you about the psychological
issues that donating eggs may
raise."
After imagining all they ways
the doctors are going to hack up
my body, I probably need psychological counseling.
But I didn’t find anything
about the actual procedure,
which scares me more than
knowing all the gory details.
I decided that donating eggs
was a very courageous thing to
do for someone. However, I also
decided it wasn’t for me.
I’m afraid of needles. I hate
going to the doctor. I don’t like
taking medicine.
And I definitely don’t like
missing body parts. OK, so eggs
aren’t body parts, but they’re
part of me, and what if I actually
need those?
After getting as much information as I could, which wasn’t
much, the $5,000 didn’t hold the
same luster as it had before.
Going though more than six
months of medication, doctor visits and for all I know, torture,
$5,000 just doesn’t seem like
enough.
I’d probably spend it all on a
shrink.

After your complete botch in
coverage of the San Jose
State University Honors
Convocation, I thought Spartan
Daily reporting had hit bottom, but
you have outdone yourselves again
with the story on the front page of
Friday’s issue titled, "History can
predict the future, professor says."
It is your right to report the
views of an SJSU physics professor
on a subject about which he obviously has little knowledge and less
understanding.
He has every right to his opinion.
However, when this professor
chose - at least according to your
story - to make defamatory accusations against the professional
practices of another academic discipline, it would seem that your
reporter might have taken the trouble to check with someone in the
discipline being defamed to seek a
response to such charges.
Or is it that seeking a response to
something is no longer necessary in
the journalism of today?

Michelle Jew is a Spartan
Daily Production Editor.
"Spoiled" appears Wednesdays.

E. Bruce Reynolds
professor
College of Social Sciences
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Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and
Tranagender Alliance
Club neieting from 6 p.m. to 6:45 p.m.
in the Almaden room of the Student Union.
For more information. e-mail
glbta6Vemailejsu.edu.
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Library Multicultural Center
Salsa tasting and dancing class taught
by &Se R. Lopez at noon in Module A,
mom A117.

arat

90.5 FM IOUS Ground Zero Radio
ICSJS first annual talent show sign-ups.
For more information, contact 924-2707.
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Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Body fat assessment from I 30 p.m. to 3
p.m. in Central Claegroom Building, Room
221. Five dollars for students. For more
information. contact Sherry at 206-7599.
School of Art & Design
Student gallery exhibitions from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. through Friday in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For more information, contact John or Nicole at 924-4330.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Ma. at 12:10 p.m. at 300 S. 10th
St. For more information, contact Sister
Marcia Krau. at 938-1610.
Multicultural Center/ Chicano Librsry
Jaeon ringer of the AFL-CIO organizing institute is scheduled to speak about
jobs and internships at 2 p.m. in Module A.
For more information, call Jeff Paul at 9242815 or Jaeon ()ringer at (1488) 731.8342
Career Center
Job and internship strategies workshop
III (Hot Resumes i from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30
p.m. in the Career Center’s Workshop
Room For more information, call the
Career FIPP011fCP Center at 924.6031
Career Center
Job and internship strategies workshop
IV (Dynamic Interviews, from 2 p.m. to 3
p.m. in the Career Center’s Workshop
Room. For more informntion, call the
Career Resource Center at 924-6031.

l’hursday
The Listening Hour Concert Series
Chamber music recital. Sal faculty.
Featuring cello. trumpet. percussion, dou.
ble bass and piano featured from 12:30
p.m. to I:15 p.m in the MUM(’ building
Concert Hall. For more information, call

from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. in the Administration
building, Room 201. For more information,
contact Jennifer Sharpies at 924-5910.

uide
Joan St abbe at 924-4631.
Reed Magazine
Kick-off party from7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
in the Spartan Memorial. For more information, call Al at 997-7741.
Anemia Film Club
Film: To be announced at 9 p.m. in the
Sweeney Hall, Room 100.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Ma. at 12:10 p.m. at 300 S. 10th
St. For more information, contact Sister
Marcia Krause at 938-1610.
Career Center
The Monterey County Health Department (NICHE)) will be recruiting entry-level
and mid-level positions for staff nurses,
public health nurses, psychiatric social
workers and environmental health special iota from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the
Career Center. For more information, contact Teresa Sarabia Backer at 924-6065.
Career Center
Job and internship strategies workshop
II ISurviving the Current -lob Market i from
1:30 p.m. to 32:30 p.m. in the Career Center’s Workshop Room For more information,
call the Carner Resource Center at 924-6031.
The Symposium: SAW Philosophy
Club
The SJSU Philosophy club will be holding an event titled ’What is Truth and
Logic?" from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Pacifica
Room Scheduled speakers include Dr.
Thomas Leddy and Dr. Richard Timken.
For more information, call Vladi Sankin,
club president, at (4081281 ’8155.
Chicano Commencement Committee
Weekly meeting ot 7 p.m. in the Chicano Resource Library. For more informa
tion. contact
chicano commencementeeyahoogroupe corn.
Campus Crusade For Christ
"Nightlife" at fi p.m. in the Science building, Room 164. For more information. rontact
Sam at 297-2862 or Jeremy ’297-7616.
Department of Nutrition nd
Food Science
Body fat assessment from 1:30 p.m. to 3
p.m. in Central Classroom Building, Room
221. FIVP dollarn for students For f11011. information. contact Sherry at 206-7599

F’riday
Counseling Services
Reletionship rerovery support group

Get both sides
of every story

22nd
annual

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass at 12:10 p.m. at 300 S. 10th
St. For more information, contact Sister
Marcia Krause at 938-1610.
School of Art & Design
Student gallery exhibitions from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. through Friday in the Art
and Industrial Studies Buildings. For more
information, contact John or Nicole at 9244330.
appirit.ori
Go take a hike. Explore nature aware
ness training from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Must
call Chaplain Roger at 605-1687 for a reservation. For more details, www.sjspiritorg.

Saturday

metro
fountain

Blues
Festival

Preservation Action Council
of San Jose
Naglee Park walking tour of historic
homes from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at 104 S. 13th
St. Cost: $12. Docents will describe architectural and historical significance of turn-of-the -century homes located adjacent to
SJSU. Entertainment and refreshments
included. For more information, contact Pat
Curia at 294-3599.
Amsociated Students
The 22nd annual BIUNI Festival from 1
p.m. to 8 p.m. near the fountain in front of
the Event Center. Featuring Tommy Cale
tro, Corby Yates, Magic Slim and the
Teardrops and more. For more information.
contact Ted Gehrke at 924-6262.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass at 12:10 p.m. at 300 8. 10th
St. For more information, contact Sister
Marcia Krause at 9314-11310.

Sunday
Chicano Commencement Committee
Weekly meeting at 2 p.m. in the Chicano Resource Library. For more information, contact
chicano rommencemennityahoogroups.com.

Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion
page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point
of view that has appeand in the Spartan Daily
A viewpoint is the same as a letter to the editor, except it
is a 400-word response to an issue or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily
Submissions become the property fate Spartan Dairly and may
be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions
must contain the author’s name, address, phone number,
signature and major.
Submissions may be in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight. Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent by fax
to ( 408) 924-32:37, e-mail at SDALLYklmc.sjsatedu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Conununications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose,. CA a5192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the conaensus of, the
Spartim Daily editters, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not neces&wily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily the School ofJoumalism and
Mass Communications or SJSLT.

FREE
Saturday
May llth 2002
from lpm to 8pm
San lose State
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Catholic Campus Ministry
Sunday mass at 11 a m , followed by
hrunch and at 5 p.m., followed by dinner at
the Catholic Campus Ministry, 300 S 10th
St. For more information, contact Sister
Marcus Krause at 938-1610.
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EXTBOOKS Best time to sell books back is dunng finals
continued from

Page I

0 percent to 35 percent of the
original price.
"You’re going to get nothing
from the wholesale market," Sanjume said.
He said one of the possible reasons instructors are not turning
in requests is procrastination, but
another could be because of hiring new faculty.
"There’s a lot of problems with
state schools," he said. "Mainly
because we’re hiring late in the
semester."
Although encouraged to turn
requests in on time, there is no
penalty for missing the deadline.
"Information dictates the
price," said Robyn Lee, manager
of Roberts Bookstore. "Prices are
based on information turned in
for next semester."
The two markets that Roberts
and the Spartan bookstores sell
to are SJSU students and to college bookstores across the nation.
The two reflect a wholesale
and a retail market, where, if a
book is in demand at SJSU, the
bookstores will buy it at a higher
rate, unlike the wholesale market, which typically gives a small
refund.
’There’s still a small demand
on the wholesale market, but it
gives a much lower rate," he said.
Online sales of textbooks were
once a possible threat to campus
bookstores, but have not been a
problem in the last three years,
according to Lee.
Lee doesn’t think that online
sales will ever replace buying
texts from college bookstores
because of personal interaction.
"We sold books online, too. But
we like meeting you," Lee said.
Selling back textbooks during
finals week, especially in the

beginning, will give students a
bigger refund than during the
middle of the semester, according
to both Lee and Sanjume.
"The best time to sell back is
always during finals," Sanjume
said.
Lee said that some students
came in on Tuesday and tried to
sell back books.
"I told them to come back and
sell them during finals week
because they’ll get more money,"
she said.
Political science senior Les
Borros said he hasn’t bothered
selling back his books because of
the small refund and because of
possible future use.
"I never sell back because they
only give me like $3 a book," Borros said. "I would rather keep
them anyway. I might have classes where I might need to read up
on stuff."
For many students, selling
textbooks is a hassle and many
prefer to keep them.
"It’s not worth waiting in line,"
said Thuy Nguyen, a management information systems senior,
who has sold some of her texts
through student boards.
"It’s not complicated to put up
a sign, but can be inconvenient
calling students and meeting
them to exchange books for
money. But at least you’d get
some gratitude," Nguyen said.
Kazi Faisal , a senior computer
science major, expressed bitterness with the Spartan Bookstores
method of buyback.
"At the beginning of last
semester, the professor asked us
to buy a $102 book. I bought it at
the bookstore and then went
across to the tent where they
were buying new textbooks. They
offered me $24.
Other students like Zaman

Asaduszzaman, will try to sell to
the bookstore.
"I spent $360 on books this
semester," he said. "Before I put a
notice on the student board, I will
try selling at the bookstore."
Engineering and business
majors tend to keep their textbooks because of information that
accumulates as they advance,
according to Lan Nguyen, a
senior accounting major.
"I tend to keep my books
because I can use them in the
future," Nguyen said. "A lot of
times we have to buy a book written by the professor, and if they
change a few things, we still have
to buy it, but what can we do?"
Gary Pang, a junior electrical
engineering mrkjor, said two of his
books are by his professors. They
were more than $100, but Pang
prefers to keep the books.
"l’he bookstore just wants to
make more money. They never
give back a good amount of
money, that is why I don’t want to
sell."
The Spartan and Roberts
bookstores will be buying back
books throughout finals, starting
Thursday, May 17 and continuing
the following week, Monday
through Thursday.
The Spartan Bookstore will set
up three remote buyback sites in
addition to the store. Roberts
Bookstore will be open extended
hours. For information on
Roberts Bookstore hours, call
286-0930.
As far as the lack of book
requests for the fall semester, Lee
said she hopes instructors will
get them in soon.
"It’s too bad, we’re getting
close to finals and we don’t have
all the orders in. Hopefidly in the
next few days we will," Lee said.

TUTORIAL Center open Monday through Friday for help
continued from Page I

Christy Kinskey / Daily Shill
Junior ceramics major Steve Foehner surveys the progress of the ceramics and glasswares sale as
handcrafted bowls sit on display in a tent near the Student Union. The sale is scheduled to continue
through Thursday, and will benefit both the contributing artists and the San Jose State University Glass
Blowing and Ceramics Guild.

ART Average price for student works at sale is around $8
continued from Page I

I do," Foehner said. "So go ahead
and take it."
After the first two days,
Foehner said nine of his 16 pieces
had sold, while Bonner said he
had sold more than half of his 70
pieces.
SJSU Institutional Planning
office manager Carey Netzloff
said he likes the artwork the students produce and buys ceramic
pieces at the art sale every year.
"With student art, you can
kind of see the artist growing
with the pieces, so it makes it
kind of fun." Netzloff said. "The
pieces may be rougher, but I
think they have a lot of character."
He said he uses the ceramic

pieces he buys to decorate his
home.
"The pieces that I bought were
incredibly low-priced," Netzloff
said. "So of course that’s the main
reason."
Senior Leslie Chow, who is in
both ceramics and glass blowing
classes, said the artwork being
sold is very advanced, and is
available at a price that can’t be
beat.
Some of the highest prices at
the sale are only half the price
that galleries would sell them for,
she said.
"If you see the prices, it’s totally worth it," Chow said.
Bonner said some of the prices
are much lower than half the
price of galleries.
"I know at least three (people

Got the latest info? We do.
www.thespartandaily.com

who) show stuff in local galleries," Bonner said. "Some of the
stuff is up to one-fifth less than it
would be if you were buying it at
a gallery."
The average price for an item
at the art sale is about $8, he
said.
While some v ages have sold for
as high as $75, cups and mugs
have gone for as cheap as two dollars, he said.
Even if people don’t want to
spend their money at the art sale,
Chen still thinks it’s a good idea
to have students’ work out on
campus.
"I think it’s wonderful," he
said. "People can see our art."
The art sale, held every May
and December, is scheduled to
run until 6 p.m. on Thursday.

dents at a time.
According to the its director,
Alice Ting, the center, which
opened its doors full time to students during the Fall of 2000, is
available to assist students in
need of help preparing for tests,
structuring a term paper or studying for a multitude of courses.
The center and its 18-station
computer lab is open from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. from Monday through
Thursday, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Fridays.
"In our computer lab we have
about 174 students that use the
lab each day," Ting said.
Ting said all students are
encouraged to visit the center on a
drop-in basis but she does encourage students to make an appointment to get a guaranteed visit.
Ting estimates that the learning center serves between 800 and
1,000 students each semester.
Those students will visit the
center a combined 2,500 times,
she said.
"Most of the students that
come here are repeat students,"
Ting said. "Some visit the center
just one or two time but some
have come in as much as 57 times
in a semester."
According to Ting, students
that would like to work with a
specific tutor can request an
assigned tut,or so they can work
with them on a weekly basis.
"Our tutors cover almost all of
the general education courses and
most of the math courses includ-

STUDENT TRAVEL
It’s YOUR

Rated 3G’s] good food, good service, good price,

COLISTO
PgZZA TACT’ORY
(408) 971-7700
515 South 10th Street, San Jose

ti2i12, 11

ing developmental math as well as
all English courses," Ting said.
Ting said most students that
visit the center are searching for
.help in writing essays for their
classes.
"We help students develop arid
organize their paper. But we don’t
do any proofreading," Ting said.
In addition to offering tutoring
in a wide array of subjects, the
center also offers students various skills workshops in topics
such as, time management, study
skills as well as preparation for
the Writing Skills Test.
"Before the April 20 WST test
date, we had 110 people here. The
workshop filled up the entire
place," Ting said.
Ting said the learning center
stays in close contact with faculty
members in an effort to recruit
new tutors. They can also refer
students to the center that might
be in need of help but are unsure
where to go.
"Once we have worked with
them the students do really well,"
said Jon Lucero, an english tutor
and a first-year graduate student
majoring in English. He said he
would like to teach english to
speakers of other languages.
Lucero, a 1979 SJSU graduate
with a degree in journalism, said
the experience of helping students with english is a positive

one for him.
"I really enjoy it. It has given
me a new meaning in life," Lucero
said.
A three-year veteran of tutoring, Lucero said that at times the
work of teaching English to nonnative speakers can be daunting
but his patience and love for the
job keeps him motivated.
"We just have to make them
feel comfortable. Working on a
one-on-one basis makes the students feel comfortable," Lucero
said.
The qualifications for becoming part of the more than 68 tutor
staff is demanding.
According to a job announcement published by the center,
each applicant must be an
enrolled SJSU student with a
minimum 2.75 GPA and must
have strong communicative
skills.
Applications may be obtained
at the tutorial office of the center.
New members of the tutorial
staff can drop in and say hello to
Denise Ferguson, first semester
chemistry tutor.
"Tutoring makes me feel great.
I feel like I could do this my
whole life. I love sharing knowledge with others," Ferguson said.

MCAT is Changing Seminar
12:00pm
August 17th is your LAST CHANCE to take the MCAT before
it changes. Don’t panic - Kaplan’s got you covered! Attend this
PEE seminar to find out how these changes will affect you on test d,i.

Bet_510
London
Paris
Brussels
Frankfurt

$339
$457 BUDGET HOTELS
for as little as

:557302

Rio de Janiero...$763

fir

A NIGIMI!

F ares are round-trip Restrictx
may apply Tax not included Mili

Personal Statement Seminar
12:30pm
Featuring Marla Lofftus, former Assistant Dean of Admissions at the tJCSD
Medical School. Learn tips on how to write stellar personal statements.

Sunday, May 12
San Jose Kaplan Center
100 Park Center Plaza, Ste. 112

Corner or 101h 8 William

Special Promotion
FREE "LITE" PIZZA
OUR NEW HEALTHIER SOUTHERN ITALY PIZZA
with the order of any large pizza
OFFER ENDS 5/3i/02

Pizza, Pasta,
Salads

Free Delivery
(limited ereaminium order S15)

MIL--

267 University Ave., Palo Alto

Daily

A slice of pizza and a beer
$2.50 tRos Taxi

STA TRAVEL

7 days a week

$1 00
Beers: Glass
Pitcher $3 00

650.322.4790
www.statravel.com

cst#1011550 40

800.777.0112

Seating Is limited. Call 800-KAP-TEST to register.
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VICTORY DAYCelebrate Thursday
continued from Page I
hand and they were able to
invade Germany and take Berlin,
Reynolds said.
Dimitry Gavrilov, the president of the Russian Club, said the
former Soviet Union did a major
part in defeating the Nazis in
World War II, and as a result suffered major losses
According to the Russian
Club’s flier, 28 million people lost
their lives in Hitler’s "war of
annihilation."
Gavrilov said he remembers
his grandmother telling him how
the Nazis bombed Kiev, the capital of the Ukraine, while she was
getting on a train to evacuate the
city.
Gavrilov said Victory Day is a
day to remember those soldiers
and civilians who lost their lives
in the conflict.
Gavrilov said that most of the
former Soviet Republics take a
week off to celebrate Victory Day.
Yana Nevv. a senior majoring

Clarification
In Tuesday’s edition of the Spartan Daily, in the story titled
"A.S. works tlurough budget conflicts," Shaun Morris was stated as
being a representative of KSJS. According to Nick Martinez, general manager of KSJS, Morris is a member of the radio station, but
not an authorized representative of KSJS.

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
money. Call 867-7275.
$250/day potential Badman()
Training provided.

.A

1-800-293-3985 ext 559
PSYCH STUDENTS! Great P/T
job! Afternoon/Sat staff needed
Foster Fam Visitation Center,
4 blks from SJSU campus.
$12/hr. Contact Toni 0 225-7292.
AQUATIC COORDINATOR FT
for Health & Wellness Program,
San Jose, Mon - Fri, $15.65/hr.
Call JACOB 408-295-0228.
Resume! Easter Seals Bay Area
730 Empey Way, San Jose
95128 or fax 408-295-9858.

ADMN ASST/SALES: Hi -tech
co. seeks hard worker for growth ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
oppty. Telemarketing exp a +. Part-time work available with
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week)
Fax resume: 408-232-7701.
Internships possible
EARN AT LEAST $30: NASA All majors may apply
needs right handed males ages Scholarships awarded annually
18-29 tor a helicopter study. Some conditions apply
Must be US citizen or green Start at 17.25 BASE - appt.
card holder. call 650-604-5118. Eam $85 - $500 per week
Gain valuable experience in
EXP TUTORS NEEDED NOW!
customer service & sales
First grade through High School. No experience necessary
Strong English, Math, Spanish. Extensive training provided
etc. Mon. thru Fri. 3pm to 8pm. Endorsed by National
Pay $1000+. per month. Call
Academic Advisory Board
Ms. Scott. 408-255-5247.
10am -4pm
Call 615-1500
www.workforstudents.com/sjsu
LICENSED NUTRITIONIST
Lead nutrition conditioning class
MANAGER NEEDED
in San Jose. Per Diem. 6 hrs For Photography Operation in
per week/no benefits. Call Peter Local Amusement park. Contact
408-295-0228. Resume: 730 chriscunninghamh msn com
Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or
MANAGER for Health & Wellness
fax 408-295-2957
Program in San Jose Full time.
FRATERNITIES SORORITIES Call Peter Olson 408-295-0228
GROUPS
STUDENT
CLUBS
or mail your resume to Easter
Earn $1.000-$2.000 with the Seals Bay Area, 730 Empey
easy CampusFundratser three Way. San Jose 95128 or fax
hour fundraising event Does not 275-9858.
kwohre credit card applications.
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Fundraising dates are filling
Party rental business.
quickly, so call today! Contact
Perfect for Students,
Campusfundraisercom at
Earn $250 eve weekend!
(888) 923-3238, or visit
Must have reliable truck or van
www.campusfundraisercom.
Heavy lifting is required
BICYCLE MESSENGERS
408-292-7876
Looking for your not so traditional
bike messengers. You don’t 512.05/HOUR. WORK WITH
need experience we’ll train you. CHILDREN & ADULTS WITH
You will need a bike, lock. DISABILITIES. P/T Flexible
helmet & common sense. All schedules. Office of Therapeutic
Laurie
Contact
welcome to appy for this fun, Services.
flexible, outdoors job. Apply in Yarwasky, 408-267-0200.
person at Inner City Express
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose. ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Train
Student Friendly Cross street is N. First.

ACTIVITY COORDINATOR, FT
to work with children ages 1322 w/developmental disabilities
in San Jose. Mon - Fri.
$14.26/hr, Call Ron Halog 408Resume: Easter
295-0228
Seals Bay Area 730 Empey
Way, San Jose 95128 or fax
408-295-2957

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add r
information
additions’
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
cr coupons for discount
emotions or merchandise.

RENO, Nev. (AP) - A 21-yearold college student was charged
Tuesday in connection with the
five-state string of mailbox pipe
bombs after he was arrested on a
windswept highway following a
manhunt that stretched across
half the country.
Luke J. Helder of Pine Island,
Minn., was captured after dropping a gun out his car window,
the FBI said. A bomb squad was
called to check the vehicle for
explosives.
Helder was stopped more than
1,500 miles from the Illinois communities where some of the first
bombs and their telltale anti-govertunent notes were found. The
terrorism spree alarmed thou-

sands of rural Americans and
raised fresh concern about the
safety of the mail in the wake of
last fall’s deadly anthrax outbreak.
Residents in several states
were asked to leave open their
roadside mailboxes to give nervous
letter carriers a clear look inside.
After Helder’s license plate
and car description were broadcast nationwide Tuesday, a
motorist on Interstate 80 spotted
Helder’s westbound vehicle and
tipped off authorities. He was
pulled over after a 40-mile chase
that reached 100 mph.
"The FBI contacted him on his
cell phone and started negotiations with him, and asked us to
back off," said Major Rick Bradley

of the Nevada Highway Patrol.
"Then he slowed down."
FBI agent Terry Hulse said
Helder telephoned his parents
during the chase and was
patched through to an FBI negotiat,or. He said Helder stayed on
the phone with the FBI after
pulling over and volunteered to
surrender if he was not harmed.
"He requested not to be tackled:
Trooper Alan Davidson said. "He
surrendered the gun and was taken
into custody without incident.’
Helder, who was expected to be
jailed in Reno, was charged by
federal prosecutors in Iowa with
using an explosive to maliciously
destroy property affecting interstate commerce and using a

MERIDEN, Conn. (AP) - A
mother was arraigned Tuesday
on charges she contributed to the
suicide of her 12-year-old son,
who hanged himself in his closet
after being teased by his schoolmates about his body odor.
Police said that Judith Scruggs refused to get her son, Daniel,
the counseling he needed, and
that the boy lived in an appallingly filthy home where the bathtub
looked as if it had not been used
in some time.
Scruggs, 51, pleaded innocent to
a charge of risk of injury to a
minor, which carries up to 10 years
in prison, and was five on bail.
She and her supporters have
claimed Daniel’s death on Jan. 2
was the result of bullying in school.

All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus contact Kendra Yam or Adriene
408-247-4827
Braddock at (408) 979-7833.
Email kendra.yarneci.sj.ca.us
FOOD SERVICE / ESPRESSO or adriene.braddock Oci.sj.ca.us
BAR / HOST PT avail. All shifts.
TEACHERS. SUBS
busy restaurant in Sunnyvale.
and
$10.00 - $10.25 to start. Call
Wendy 0 733-9331 or 733-9446.
RECREATION LEADERS
Enjoy working with kids? Join
For Part -Time and
the team at Small World
Full -Time Positions, call Schools, get great experience
,HALLMARK PERSONNEL WORKING WITH CHILDREN
Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983 AGES 5-12 years in our before
Office jobs in local companies and after school rec. programs.
Students/grads/career change SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire offers competitve pay, health
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
benefits for 30 + hrs, excellent
Phone: (650) 320-9698
training, and a fun work environFax: (650) 320-9688
ment. We can often offer flexible
www,hallmarkpersonnel.com hours around your school
schedule. This is a great job
TELEMARKETING: Hi-tech co. for both men and women.
seeks hard worker for growth Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or
oppty. Telemarketing exp a +. fax resume to 408-283-9201.
Fax resume: 408-232-7701.
You will need at least 6 units in
ECE. recreation, music. dance.
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL art. phys ed, human services.
help needed for small exclusive social welfare, nursing, sociology,
shop and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat. psychology, home economics,
Must be reliable, honest, able to or elementary education:
do physical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train. TEACH SUMMER Science/
Great oppty for dog lover. Can Nature camps up to 35 hrs/wk.
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or Year-round opportunities also
Call 371-9115.
available. Youth Science Institute.
408-356-4945 x12, Fax: 408358-3683, www.ysi-ca.org.

EMPLOYMENT
Education/Schools

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Special Ed & Regular Class,
$10.86-$15.43/hr Saratoga Sch. PALO ALTO JCC HIRING ProDist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info gram Directors. Assistant Direc& application Immediate Need. tor, Unit Heads, Senior Counselors and Specialist (Science,
CITY OF SAN JOSE Parks. Art. Drama. Pioneering &
Recreation &Community Services Web-master) for Summer ProLEARNS Site Coordinator, Satan/ gram. Please call Dana at 650$16.96/hr The LEARNS Program 493-0563 ext. 243.
operates weekdays after school
until 6:00 p.m. and provides GREAT RECREATION JOBS
curriculum at the LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
age -appropriate
Stte Coordinator is responsible RECREATION DEPARTMENT.
for the developrient. implemenSUMMER AQUATICS
tation and evaluation of the after- Water Safety Instructors (WS!),
school program and supervision Lifeguards. Pay: $6.92-$10.34/hr
of 2-4 staff members Must be 18 SUNPAER DAY CAMP LEADERS
years or older, and have experi- F/T must be avail. M-F, 8:30amence in supervising elementary 5:30pm. No ECE Units req..
school children in an after - Pay Range: $6.75-13.80/hour
school setting. For more infor- Call Laurie 354-8700x224.
mation,
Leaders hired for the summer

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

Daniel missed 74 of 78 days of
school leading up to his death
because of the constant abuse he
received at Washington Middle
School, his mother told authorities.
In court papers, police said
school officials confirmed that
Daniel was teased because of
extremely poor hygiene, strong
body odor and bad breath. Police
also said the boy soiled his pants
in school; his mother said he did
that to get sent home.
The court papers describe a
home filled with dirty dishes,
piles of debris, and a bathtub
filled with toys and clothes.
"Mrs. Scruggs could have done
a lot more to help her son and
possibly avoid the end result,"
Sgt. Lenny Caponigro said. "She

was offered numerous problemsolving ideas which she failed to
take advantage of"
In court, Scruggs said nothing
and only nodded when asked if
she had had a good relationship
with Daniel.
Defense attorney M. Hatcher
Norris told reporters the charges
were "the legal equivalent of
(adding/ insult to injury."
"She was a good mother and she
mourns the loss of her son like
everyone else: Norris said. The
lawyer said Scruggs tried to set up
counseling sessions for her son at
school. Police said she never called.
Meriden School Superintendent
Elizabeth Ruocco told the Meriden
Record-Journal that the public
would be "amazed at the amount of

RECREATION LEADER. City of CHILD CARE/NANNY PT &
FT Established Los Gatos
San Jose, 512.05 hr. startIng
agency seeks warm. caring
Rewarding job tor someone who
enjoys working with youth Here’s students for part and full time
nanny positions.
your opportunity to make a differWe list only the best jobs!
ence in a child’s life. seeking
candidates wffeadershtp, organi- Hours flexible around school
frorn 15 hrs/wk to full time.
zation & problem solving skills to
$15-$18/HR
implement exciting after school
programs. Hours: M-F aftemoons STANFORD PARK NANNIES
408-395-3043
and Sat. momings. Candidates
www.spnannies.com
must have a high school diploma
or equiv. & pass a background
starting
their
work
check before
assignment. For more informa- SHARED HOUSING
tion contact the Hiring Unit at
FIND ROOMS & SUBLETS!
979-7826 or download at
FREE to search & place an ad!
http://jobs.cityofsj.org.
See details/pcs & 100’s listings 0
WWW.EASYROOMMATE.COM
LIFEGUARD, instructional
Lifeguard & Aquatic Specialist.
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
environment
part or full time for San Jose. Fun & Friendly
5 minute walk to campus
Mon-Fri, $8.91-$11132. Call Peter
kitchen
Well-equipped
or Jacob - 295-0228. Resume:
Computer and Study rooms
730 Empey Way, San Jose
2 pianos & game rooms
95128 or fax 408-275-9858.
Laundry facilities
Parking
SUBSTITUTE
For American and International
RECREATION LEADERS
Students.
Call 924-6570 or stop by
Join the SMALL WORLD
SCHOOLS team as a Substitute for a tour or visit our website
www.sjsu.edu/depts/ihouse.
Teacher/ Rec Leader & enjoy the
flexibility you need. Small World 360 S. 11th St. between San
Schools is looking for students Salvador & San Carlos:
wanting to work with children in
1 BDRM W/BATH. $500/mo +
our before and after school care
$500 dep. - 1/3 PG&E. I3asic
programs. As a substitute you
cable paid. Very close to SJSU
can choose which days you’re on S.
llth. 294-8005
available for work. The only
requirement is your desire
to work with children ages
RENTAL HOUSING
6 through 12 years in a fun
recreation type atmosphere. SJSU 14 BDRM 7 BA 5500 Sq ft.
Call 408-283-9200 today for an 30 car parking. 3 yr min lease.
,nterview or fax your resume Call for info. 408-268-1750
to 408-283-9201.
1920’S CLASSIC 1BR/1BA for
clean, quiet. sober financially
EMPLOYMENT
responsible: Park. Yard. Hrdwd
firs. 551-553 So 6th. $900 & up.
Childcare
Peter 408-746-1900 or 292-1890

WORD PROCESSING

NANNY - approx 15 hrs.wk in
Los Gatos 3 kids Very flex with
schedule Seeking long term
(1 yr) person Fax 358-8245 oi

HEALTH / BEAUTY

New Smile Choice Dental Plan
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RELATIONSHIP SPECIAUST!
PROFESSIONAL
Extremely accurate, clear
WORD PROCESSING
Have your theses. term pape!s, answers to all of your questions.
group projects, etc. profession- CERfillj readers avallabtribialk
ally typed. APA a specialty- lgalLyou now. _$jogoial,...StuOnt
Experienced & dependable. Discounts Available Enjoy onflne
Almaden/Branham area. Call chat & Free Numerology Report
Linda for an appointment at www lookingbeyond.com.
18+ For entertainment only,
(408) 264-4504.
Looking Beyond, Inc. Call toll
free 1-877-955-4155.
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Mike
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Pick
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Do alterations
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Heidai Housing
__ Lost and t blind’
Shared Housing
_Announcements
Real Estate
_Campus Clubs
mans
Services
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted) _Greek Messages
FRECffattC_Y Discounts;
Health/Beauty
Events
20 + consecutive issues receive 10. off
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sports/Thrills
_Volunteers
40 + consecutive issues receive 20. off
San Jose State University
50 + consecutive tssues receive 25% oft
Insurance
_For Sale
SanJose,CA 95192-0149
Local rites apply to Santa Clers County advertisers
Entertalnment
_Electrontcs
M Classified desk is located al Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
and SJSU students, staff a faculty.
Travel
_Wanted
Deadline 10.00 a m two weekdays before publication
First hne in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Tutoring
_Employment
SI All ads are prepaid II No refunds on canceled ads
Additional words may be set in bold type at a pei
only
dates
II Rates for consecutive publication
_Opportunities
Word Processing
ad charge of $3 per word
OUESTiONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.

11.

ztp rods

city s suns

as a service

PHN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
classified@jme.sjsu.edu
LARGE 3 BD, 2 FULL BA. APT PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Call Birthright 408-241-8444 or
2 blocks trOm SJSU. Parlong
washer/dryer on site. wateritrash 800-550-4900 FreaConfidential
paid. Well managed student bldg
$1350/mo. Cali 408-378-1409
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* Lost & Found ads are offered free

time we spent assisting this child."
The state Department of Children and Families received a report
that Daniel was being neglected in
October but found no evidence of
neglect during a home visit Dec. 4,
said spokesman Gary Kleeblatt.
Last week, the state House
passed a bill introduced after
Daniel’s death that would require
schools to develop a system for
reporting bullying.
The suicide also led to formation of an advocacy group.
"This whole case is indicative
of the fact that the adults in the
school community are not aware
of the seriousness of this issue,"
said Lisa Toomey, co-founder of
the Advocacy Group for Parents
of Bullied Children.

have the opportunity to work email: larooney1 attbi com
KT from 2-6pm. during the
school year in our atter school NANNY - 2 KIDS 7 & 10, Willow
Glen. 15 - 20 hours. Homework,
enrichment program.
activities. Education or Child
Dev major. Barbara. 536-4633.

408-924-3277
,
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation’ & spaces between words.
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One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Days
Days
Days
Days
Day
3 lines
$5
$7
$9
$11
$13
Rate increases $2 for each additional tine per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day

destructive device to commit a
crime of violence. The charges
carry penalties of up to life in
prison and fines of $250,000.
Specifically, U.S. Attorney
Charles W. Larson said Helder was
responsible for the cuts and shrapnel wounds suffered Friday by
Delores Werling, 70, ofTipton, Iowa.
Other charges were expected.
The capture came just eight
hours after the FBI issued an allpoints bulletin for Helder and
said it wanted to question him
about the 18 pipe bombs found
since Friday. His father, at the
family’s home in Minnesota, also
pleaded with Helder: "Please
don’t hurt anyone else. ... You
have the attention you wanted."

Connecticut mother charged with contributing to 12 -year-old son’s suicide

SSIFI El)

C

635-685/HR! Wear costume 0
events 4 kids. S Bay + SF. FUN! Must
have car, be avail wknds. No exp
harm Cal 831-457-8166.
n3cfcl.

1

in computer science, said some
countries have parades and fireworks.
"People take the day off," New
said, adding that it is also a time
where soldiers who fought in the
Eastern Front have reunions.
She said the city where she
was born, St. Petersburg, was
known as Leningrad during
World War II.
New said 64,000 people died
from starvation and some estimates have totaled the losses at
800,000 lives during the siege.
New said most of the people
were buried in communal graves.
Since Gavrilov has moved to
the United States, he and his
family celebrate Victory Day by
going out to eat "victory dinners"
at restaurants.
Gavrilov said they are planning to have a table outside the
Student Union were they would
hand out fliers and answer questions for anyone who was interested in Victory Day

Student charged in mailbox bombings after arrest in Nevada

to the campus community
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SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSIT1

Frandsen, Rogelstad lead Spartans into Rice series
by foot problems, Rogelstad
missed the 2000 season.
Rogelstad in addition to conference honors this week, was
also named National Pitcher of
the Week by the National Collegiate Baseball Writers Association.

11;% Juliaii J. Ramos
DAIIN SI MOR STAFF WRITER

For the first time this season,
Spartan baseball players were
named Western Athletic Conference Player and Pitcher of the
Week in the same week.
Third baseman Kevin Frandsen and right-handed pitcher
Jeremy Rogelstad received the
honors after helping the Spartans sweep the University of
Hawai’i and defeat No. 9-ranked
Stanford University.
Third baseman Kevin Frandsen was named player of the
week after posting five hits in 11
at-bats with six RBIs against conference opponent Hawai’i in a
three game series during the
weekend.
The sophomore also had an
RBI and scored two runs in a 120 win against Stanford last
Wednesday.
Frandsen sustained an ankle
injury when his ankle rolled over
first base while running out a
groundball at Cal Poly-San Luis
Obispo on Feb. 24. The injury
kept him out of the lineup until a
home conference series against

Around
the
horn

Senior Leadership
ea/

Spartan BasPliR11 and Softball Abtebook
Rice University the weekend of’
April 5.
Since then, Frandsen has 13
RBIs, 16 runs scored and a .360
batting average.
Frandsen began the year in
left field after playing most of the
2001 season at third base. Hector
Zamora displaced Frandsen to
the outfield.
Since returning to the lineup,
Frandsen has returned to his former position and Zamora has
taken aver designated hitter
duties.
In 32 starts in 52 games,
Frandsen is hitting .301 with a

.480 slugging percentage and has
pounded out 37 hits in 123 atbats. He has scored 25 runs, driven in 20 and has five home runs.
Rogelstad (7-4) has been
named Pitcher of the Week twice
already this season. The senior
has a 3.52 earned run average
this season and has struck out 54
opposing batters.
In a complete-game, 12-0 win
against Stanford, Rogelstad held
the Cardinal to six hits, striking
out six and walking one.
Last season, Rogelstad produced a 5-5 campaign with one
save and a 4.18 ERA. Hampered

As important as the starting
seniors such as catcher Adam
Shorsher, second baseman Gabe
Lopez and centerfielder Dino
Quintero, have been to the Spartans this season, head coach Sam
Piraro said a number of seniors
on the bench have been just as
vital to the team’s success.
Piraro said Ben Amiwero, Tony
Jones and Kayzell Milton have
inspired their teammates in practice and from the dugout.
"They play hard every day,"
Piraro said. "They push everybody."
The Spartans (39-13, 17-7
WAC) are scheduled for a threegame series against WAC leader
No. 2 Rice University (39-8, 20-1)
in Houston beginning on Friday
and ending on Sunday.

SJSU trails the Owls in the
conference standings by fourand-a-half games and handed
Rice its only conference loss on
April 7 at Municipal Stadium.

Al

Final Approach
With home games remaining
today against No. 8 Stanford University and against No. 14 Fresno
State University on Saturday, the
SJSU softball team is scheduled
to conclude its season.
The Spartans (23-42, 7-15
WAC) lost both games to Stanford at Stanford last seasdn.
Head coach Dee Dee Enabenter-Omidiji said she inherited the
series against the Cardinal from
previous coaches and plans to
continue it because of the proximity of both schools and Stanford’s
winning and nationally-ranked
team.
"They’ve done an outstanding
job," Enabenter-Omidiji said.
By clinching a share of the
WAC title, Fresno has secured a
spot in the NCAA Tournament.
The Spartans dropped both
games of a doubleheader to the
Bulldogs in Fresno on 461 13.
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Tuesday’s scores
SJ SU ][3, Sacramento State 7
Nevada it, Pacific 9
Today’s gazne;
I.amar at Rice 7 p.m.
Thursday’s game;
*Louisiana Tcch at I lawai’i
Friday’s games;
*Sj SU at Rice 7 p.m.
*La. Tech at Hawai’i 6:35 p.m
*Fresno St. at Nevada z p.m.
*Denotes WAC games

Spartan baseball team earns 40th win

To the top ...

DAILA STAFF REPORT

For the second time in the last
three seasons, the San Jose State
University baseball team has
recorded 40 wins.
On Tuesday, the No. 22-ranked
Spartans scored six runs in the
final two innings of play to dispose of Sacramento State University 13-7 at Hornet Field.
2002 is the fourth 40-win season for SJSU; all under current
head coach Sam Piraro. The Spartans reached the 40-win plateau
in 1989, 1990 and 2000, the year
they qualified for the College
World Series.
The win was also the 14th victory in the last 15 games.
The Hornets closed the Spartans lead to 7-6 in the seventh
inning before SJSU busted out
With foul. Allis in tiTh"Isiglith
inning on RBIs from Nate Corrick, Gabe Lopez, Kevin FrEmdsen
and Travis Becktel.
Dino Quintero went 2-for-3
with four runs scored while Lopez
went 2-for-4 with two runs and
three RBIs.

SPARTANRoundUp
Don Gemmell (5-2) came out of
the bullpen to record the win for
SJSU (40-13).
The Spartans trnvel to No. 2
Rice University this weekend for
a three-game set beginning on
Friday.

Fresh Recruits
The Spartan women’s basketball department announced on
Tuesday that it has signed three
players to national letters of intent
to play at SJSU next season.
Head coach Janice Richard
fiabbed ’Mackie Mailion, a 6-foot-Iinch forward from Anchorage,
Alaska; Christy Pantallion, a 5foot-8-inch guard from Alexandria, La., and Desiree Johnson, a
6-foot-l -inch forward from Renton, Wash.
Macon was selected as the

2002 Alaska Gatorade Player of
the YeEir and a Street and Smith
Magazine Preseason All-Ameri;
can Honorable Mention at St.
Michael’s High School. Macon,
who averaged 16.5 points and 8.7
rebounds in her senior season,
was also a two-time Alaska
Region IV all-state First Them
selection.
Pantallion was a four-time allleague, all-district and all-state
selection at Bolton High in
Alexandria.
Johnson averaged 20 points,
11.5 rebounds and 4.5 blocks in
junior season at Renton High:
She missed out on her senior season due to an ACL injury
The three signees join Kim
Sheehy, a 5-foot-9-inch guard
from St. Michael’s High in Santa
Fe, N.M., who signed her letter of
intent in the fall.

Ortiz one-hitter helps Giants down Mets

Iran Kashinshr Daily Staff
Christine Welsh, the leading scorer on San
Jose State University’s water polo team,
runs up stairs as Alley White follows behind her

at Spartan Stadium. Welsh and White run stairs
three days a week as part of their off-season
training.

NEW YORK (AP) While
other visitors often complain
about the blaring music, loud fans
and low-flying jets, Russ Ortiz
really likes playing at Shea Stadium.
On Tuesday night, he had even
more fun.
Ortiz pitched shutout ball into
the seventh inning and hit a tworun double that sent the San
Francisco Giants over the New
York Mets 5-1 in a matchup of
division leaders.
"The first time I came here, I
loved it," Ortiz said. "Everytime
I’ve come back, I’ve enjoyed it. It’s
one of the places where I can say I
feel pretty comfortable."
Ortiz earned his first major
league victory at Shea in 1998, and
is 6-1 lifetime against the Mets.
The Giants have won only five
times in their last 17 games in
New York, and Ortiz has three of
the victories.
"The fans really get into it. It’s
not in-your-face stuff or anything.
I try to feed off that," he said. "It’s
one of those electric ballparks."
David Bell also drove in two
runs, and Tim Worrell added
timely relief as the Giants won for
the seventh time in eight gEunes.
Barry Bonds, who’s rarely done
well at Shea Stadium, went 0-foi3 after homering against Cincinnati in each of his previous two
games. He drew two more walks
to boost his major league-leading
total to 42 in 29 games.
The Mete employed an extreme

shift against Bonds with no one
on base, overloading the right side
and leaving third baseman
Edgardo Alfbnzo only two steps to
the left of second base. The homerun Icing started the day batting
.391, best in baseball.
"I don’t pay no attention to what
the other team does," Bonds said.
Ortiz (3-11, trying for his firstever shutout in 154 starts in the
majors and minors, blanked the
Mets on two singles through six
innings.
Mike Piazza singled to open
the seventh, Edgardo Alfonzo
walked and Jay Payton sliced an
RBI double for his third hit of the
game.
After Rey Ordonez walked to
load the bases, Ortiz was pulled
with a 5-1 lead. Worrell needed
only one pitch to quash the threat,
getting pinch-hitter John Valentin
to ground into an inning-ending
double play.
"The pitcher’s job is to pick up
the other guys," Worrell said.
Steve Trachsel (2-4) looked to
be in trouble from the start. Bell
lined a deep drive on the first
pitch that Payton caught before
running into the center-field wall,
beginning a string of hard-hit
balls by the Giants.
J.T Snow drew a leadoff walk
in the second and former Mets
outfielder Tsuyoshi Shinjo, after
drawing a warm ovation from the
crowd, singled with one out.
With the Meta shading him the
opposite way, Ortiz pulled a two-

out drive up the left-center field
alley for a two-run double, making
him 6-for-15 with four RBIs this
season. He scored on Bell’s double.
"They were playing him to
right field, where you play most
pitchers," Giants manager Dusty
Baker said.
Said Ortiz: "I saw that and
thought it was kind of interesting."
Mets manager Bobby Valentine blamed himself for putting
Payton in the wrong spot.
"That is my fault. I should have
had him played straight up: he
said. "If he’s playing the right
position, he catches that ball."
Payton agreed.
"If you’re playing him like a regular hitter, a right-handed guy, I
probably get to that ball: he said.
Ortiz put down a nice bunt in
the fourth, and the sacrifice set up
Bell’s two-out single. The Giants
made it 5-0 in the seventh on
Reggie Sanders’ RBI triple.

Cutting class? It’s cool, we’ve got you covered:
www.thespartandaily.com
Kenny’s Kitchen
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No strikes.
all balls

BUY 1 GET

1 for 490

Buy any inch sandvach and a medium arinF
SW
gat a second inch sandwich of ONI I II Of
value for 410

Try our party plattaraM
Right across from campus
expam

Be an Angel._
Donate Eggs!
If you are 21-30 years old.
healthy, bright & responsible Call Family Fertility Center
All nationalities needed

1-800-939-6886

Generous Compensation

Chinese Fast Food
457 E. San Carlos St.
San Jose, CA 95112
(408)298-2299
Mon Fri 11110 am to 3:30 pm

3 items for $3.95
4 items for $4.50
with free soup
New item changes every week

thoose from over 30 rite plates.
The only place in downtown San
Jose serving Pearl Tea.

need t-shirts?
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Century Graphics for
Custom Printed T-shirts. They’re
Soren Pnnting & Design
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170 ( ommercial St
Prices Include Screen Set-Ups and
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
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